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Abstract 
In this difficult time full of obstacles and with the rapid spread of the Internet we 

find that the Artificial Intelligent, Internet of Things technology is hot and at the same 
time the biometric detection technology represented by face recognition technology 
will attract more attention. Face recognition technology includes large number and 
different types of applications, including security, personal authentication; secure 
internet connection, and computer entertainment. Face recognition technology is based 
on knowledge of the human facial features to identify and help train machine learning 
systems to meet the needs of artificial intelligence. The current known biotechnologies 
technology, facial recognition, attention to fingerprints, palm printer attention, 
awareness of the iris or retina, and voice recognition through visual acuity, these 
technologies may work. Among them, facial recognition, as the most widely used and 
appropriate biotechnology has clear advantages in terms of improved safety and no 
errors that require minimal consideration compared to other biometric assurance 
techniques, ease of integration costs and existing safety features, ease of use and 
general acceptance. In addition, for most of the services currently offered, the user 
authentication process can be done using this technology due to the high level of 
accuracy it provides in finding and detecting faces. It has excellent solutions in the 
public and commercial sectors. In these current years it has seen significant progress in 
this area due to the development of facial modeling and deep analysis techniques. 
However, there are many safety issues associated with this technology, whether on the 
part of the service provider and its user that we will try to enlighten on in this research 
work. 

It is expected that this new system is designed with strong safeguards to protect 
privacy. It is clear that institutions will obtain permission to enter this system through 
partnership agreements, and there will be clear restrictions on the ability of the private 
sector to access the data within the system. 
 

Keywords: Face recognition, Face detection, Verification, Identification. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 

Face recognition technology is based on knowledge of the human facial features to identify 
and help train machine learning systems to meet the needs of artificial intelligence. Right now in this 
SUHVHQW�WLPH�LW�LV�FRQVLGHUHG�WKDW�LW¶V�YHU\�QHFHVVDU\�WR�GR�SUHVHUYH�WKH�SURWHFWLRQ�SURFHVV�RI�SHRSOH¶V�
information or property is becoming more important because people are accustomed to store their 
precious information in their smart phones and if unfortunately their movable will stole or misplace 
then an outright breach of privacy resulting that all their important information are going to be access 
by someone else un authorized. As we hear about many of the crimes related to MasterCard fraud, 
computer damage by hackers, etc. All frauds through with the help of fundamental flaw and regular 
information of user for accessing in most of the cases like ID cards, weak passwords, PIN, keys, etc. 
None of above inforPDWLRQ� LV� GH� IDFWR� GHILQLQJ� XV�� WKH\¶UH�PHDQV� WR� DXWKHQWLFDWH� XV�� 7R� IRUHVWDOO��
many applications are required. We all want fast, easy and accurate identification and access. Rather 
than paper work in this era, technology has become essential to work electronically. This growth of 
digital transformation in E-Commerce has leaded resulted to increasing demand because it is fast 
tracking and accurate user identification and authentication. 

Face Recognition could be a recognition technique as an advanced measuring method that has 
attracted growing interest within the optimal usage of digital images and videos in many applications 
accustomed detect faces of people whose images saved within the datasets, it working by analyzing 
external body part in picture then transforming it into digital data format in line with features for 
extracting in each face like gap between left and right eye, Nose specification, spacing of ears and 
WKHUHIRUH�WKH�FKLQ�ZLGWK��WKHQ�PDWFKLQJ�VSHFLILF�IDFH�ZLWK�DQ�LPDJH�RI�GHYLFH¶V�RZQHU�WR�determine if 
an individual, or in other sectors with pictures in a database of faces. And we don't forget either Face 
Recognition growing public worry for security purposes, it require for verify the identification in the 
digital world. Last decade has provided rapid and noticeable advancement in this field because of 
advances in facial modeling and analysis techniques advanced for facial detection and tracking, 
reliable facial recognition still offers massive challenges. 

With the growing interest in technologies associated with social distancing, we find that the 
biometric surveillance technologies may prove useful in slowing the spread of COVID-19 pandemic 
and leads to facial recognition systems by adopting expanding in this case. Governments are 
encouraging biometrics companies by developing and implementing facial recognition technology 
can building confidence now through genuine communication of the possibilities of the technology in 
a way that allow to all members of society to access it. 

Since the COVID-19 spread through direct communication, the previously used unlocking 
system supported fingerprint or traditional passwords is which requires direct touch devices. By latest 
there are multiple applications that depend on facial recognition, such as face attendance, face access 
control; face authentication based mobile payment, face gates at metro/ train stations, community-
based security surveillance, public access and exit points, etc.  
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1.1 Identification and Verification 

We can usually divide facial recognition technology in two matching methods of the captured 
biometric feature first part is Verification (Confirmation). And the second part is Identification 
(Recognition). 

The process of starting a face authentication system involves individual identification to allow or re-
ject a personal ID claim. This method comparing the captured face image with the personal imagery 
VWRUHG�ZLWKLQ�WKH�GDWDEDVH��,I�WKH�XVHU¶V�LPDJH�WKDW�SXW�LQ�WR�WKH�V\VWHP�LV�WKDW�UHFRJQL]HG��FODLPLQJ�WR�
be authorized means that the system will accept that customer, furthermore the system will refuse that 
customer (fraudster). Knowing that there are many applications that claim face verification mode, 
such as smart phones or computer login, E-gate control. 

The second process is face Identification or recognition that may include one of many similarities; the 
V\VWHP�PXVW�FRQWDFW�WKH�XVHU¶V�LGHQWLW\�IURP�WKRVH�UHJLVWHUHG�RU�GHFODUH�DQRQ\PRXV� 
In all cases, the system must have a referential location (Gallery) containing all the vector features 
(signatures) of the faces of people thought to be known by the system.  

In short, face recognition technology performs three basic functions: 
x Detection: Detect a face in a photo. 
x Verification: Verification of identity associated with that face. 
x Identification: Matching a photo of an unknown face with a gallery of celebrities.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1.1: Steps in the Face Recognition Process 

The final identification system showing can be rated using an Identification Rate (IdR). The output 
data from IdR is straight forward: Ratio of previously registered subjects successfully set to the proper 
identity. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.2: Structure of a Face Recognition System 
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1.2 Face Recognition Technology 
Face recognition is considered as one of the foremost promising identity verification methods 

probably because it's the foremost naturalistic thanks to recognize the identity among personalities. 

Individual faces act one among the mostly mutual visual patterns in our surroundings. Thus, it is usual 

for people to spot individual by his face, however it can be not possible to founding it through means 

of his fingerprint, iris, retina or perhaps a private mark, because of the massive quantities of existing 

languages, for even several individuality in worldwide. 

Facial recognition seems easy task, but it is not as it looks. There is a lot of programming and 

mathematics include behind it. 

Facial recognition in its simplest form is a trend of exploring DQ�LQGLYLGXDO¶V�IDFH�WKURXJK�WHFKQRORJ\��

Biometrics and security face recognition system uses to map facial features from various sources 

whether picture or video. It takes the information and checks the details of important information of 

registered users with faces stored in database to detect a perfect corresponding that can assist us to 

prove individual identity, however as well raising privacy concerns. 

Face Recognition Algorithms 

x Basically the face recognition algorithm sees data from which the features of a vector face are 

obtained through feature modeling, that data can be stored and accessed. And the recognition 

results are obtained by marking the classifier. 

x The key here is how to get the distinctive features of different faces, usually when we get to 

know someone, we will look at the shape of the eyebrow, the contour of the face, the shape of 

the nose, the type of the eye, etc. 

x A face recognition algorithm engine (Training) must be trained to get discriminative features. 

1.3 Stages of the Developing Face Recognition Algorithms 

The face recognition algorithm went through three stages from the earliest algorithms, 
Synthetic features / workbooks, and deep learning. Currently, deep learning algorithms are prevalent, 
which has greatly improved the accuracy of face recognition, prompting this technology to be 
practical. 

1.3.1 The Earliest Face Recognition Algorithms 

Previous algorithms include algorithms based on engineering features, template matching algorithms, 

and subspace algorithms. 
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Engineering Features the tactic of using scope knowledge to pick and convert the foremost relevant 

variables from data when creating a predictive sample by using machine learning or statistical 

modeling. Template matching is deployed first to appear out the places of high correlation for the 

face and eyes templates. Subsequently, employing a mask derived from color segmentation and 

cleaned by texture filtering and various binary operations, the false and repeated hits are far from the 

template matching result. The sub-space algorithm treats the face image as a high-dimensional 

vector, and it conveys the vector into a low-dimensional space, while the low-dimensional vector 

obtained after projection achieves good differentiation of different people. 

1.3.2 Synthetic Features and Classifier 

This stage generally adopts the idea of artificial features and classifiers. The classifiers contain mature 

schemas, such as neural networks, support vector machines. The key is to design artificial features, 

which should be able to effectively distinguish between different people. Several features describing 

Faces have been used in face recognition problems, including HOG, SIFT, Gabor, LBP, etc. 

A typical representative of them is the LBP (Local Binary Mode) feature, which is simple but 

effective. LBP features are very simple to calculate and partially solve light sensitivity problem, but 

still problems with parcels and expressions. 

1.3.3 Deep learning 

This stage is a method based on deep learning; many researchers have been trying to apply it in their 

own direction, which greatly encouraged the development of deep learning. 

Convolutional neural networks show great strength in classifying images, and the convolutional 

kernel obtained through learning is much better than the artificially designed + distinct classifier 

diagram. 

Face recognition researchers use (twisted neural networks) to find large numbers of facial images, 

then extract input features useful to distinguish between different people's faces, and to replace 

artificially designed features. 

1.4 Face Recognition and Artificial Intelligence 

Intelligent systems are being increasingly developed aiming to simulate our perception of various 
inputs (patterns) such as images, sounds...etc. Biometrics, in general, and facial recognition in 
particular are examples of popular applications for artificial intelligent systems. Intelligent face 
recognition system requires providing meaningful data and sufficient information during machine 
learning of a face. Facial recognition by machines can be Priceless and has various important 
applications in real life. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND PROPOSED SOLUTION 

2.1 Technical Problems and Challenges of Face Recognition System 

Often, images of our faces change naturally, because the facial recognition system 
undergoes a number of complexities during detection. Any facial recognition process can be 
described as (strong) or (weak) based on its perceived performance under a variety of challenging 
conditions. This type of problem is considered a separation problem. Selecting some of the images 
on our website and taking them as training photos and separating newly arrived images as test 
images in any given categories is a key step in the face recognition system. The title seems simple 
to the person, and is actually a really difficult task because of the limited memory of the program; 
moreover, problems with machine recognition are many. 
We can extract these challenges in: 

x Find the same face (category similarity): Different people may have the same look that at 
times it is not possible for an individual to view them. 

x Other methodical issues: These issues can be caused by methods errors that are used in 
facial recognition, like input device deformation, background sensation, passive database, 
mistaken techniques etc. In addition of may be connection issues due to natural factors. 

Accepting class diversity due to: 
x Head position: Man is created in multiple forms that differ from one person to another. 

These differences are represented in the shape of the face Head movements, which can be 
defined by self-URWDWLQJ� URWDWLRQ� DQJOHV� DV� WKH� FDPHUD¶V� IOH[LEOH� YLHZLQJ� DQJOH� FDQ� FDXVH�
PDMRU�FKDQJHV�LQ�IDFLDO�H[SUHVVLRQV�DQG�RU�SRVWXUH�DQG�SURGXFH�YDULDWLRQV�RI� WKH�VXEMHFW¶V�
face, making automated face recognition everywhere difficult. 

x Lightness modes: Lightness means a variation of illumination. Illumination changes can 
change the overall dimension of the illumination regenerate from an entity, as well as the 
dimming pattern and shading visual in the image. And the problem of facial recognition 
over light changes is widely seen as complexity in humans and algorithms. Difficulties 
caused by variable light conditions. It is establish the comparison between two conducted 
pictures of the same individual taken under various illumination is maximal than the 
difference between the images of two different individuals under the same illumination. 

x Facial transformation: Some changes in facial expressions may be caused by a change in 
facial expressions caused by a variety of emotional states. Therefore, accurate and 
automatic recognition of different facial expressions is important in both emotional 
assessment and facial recognition. In particular, personal expressions are made up of large, 
expressive words, e.g. anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness or surprise. 

x Facial Utilities: Facial blindness, for example sunglasses, hats, scarves, beards, etc., can 
greatly affect the functioning of any facial recognition system. 

x The effects of aging: One of the most important factors affecting the effectiveness of this 
technique is the individual¶V face is not unique. All things going for changing over time, so 
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over the years a person's appearance also changes which affects the facial recognition 
system. 

2.2 Facial Recognition System criticisms: 

Despite the great advantages of the technology, it is not without criticism, but it does not 
significantly affect its great benefits. 
x Facial recognition technology threatens individual freedoms: This technology can collect 

and save images of individuals' faces and analyze their personal biometric data, in true 

timing, with else resources such as CCTV recordings, in order to identify citizens' identities 

regardless of whether they have committed a crime or not. 

x Critics say facial recognition technology is being used in a legal vacuum, especially when 

the lines between the public sector and the private sector companies that use the technology 

become blurred. They suggest the need for government laws and policies to be remedied to 

keep pace with the rapid progress of artificial intelligence by providing facial recognition 

service. 

x The European Public Data Protection Law Enactment Authority has established strict 

measures to protect personal data and handle sensitive private data such as medical records 

and children's records. 

x In this regard, there are severe penalties. The organizations that process this data, whether 

private or public, must take appropriate security measures and ensure that they process the 

data in accordance with the necessary protection principles. 

2.3 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

We proposed method using appropriate algorithms which use face recognition standard 
implementation techniques using Local Binary Pattern Histogram algorithm (LBPH) and 
Additive Angular Margin Loss for Deep Face Recognition (ArcFace) Model. 
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Figure 2.1: Flow Chart of proposed Model (Database Construction) 

2.4 Proposed Solution 

1. The new users should complete the registration; this process should take the face data of user. 

2. The unique Identification (ID) was provided to the actual uses during the registration process. 

3. The collected user face data and also the unique ID are going to be stored within the data base.  

4. 7KH�UHJLVWHUHG�PHUFKDQWV�ZLOO�KDYH�D�WRRO�WR�VFDQ�WKH�IDFH�RI�WKH�FXVWRPHU¶V��7KH�XVHU�RU�SD\HU�
just must show his/her face to the device which will scan the face. Users are wont to take the 
input of the face of the payer or customer. Then the user should enter his/her unique ID which 
his/her got during registration.  

5. The Input of face from the device and therefore the unique ID which the user entered are 
going to be checked within the database.  
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6. If the face is matched with the info of the database and therefore the unique ID entered by the 
user are same as that of the unique ID of the face that are within the database then the 
transaction are processed to further process.  

7. ,I�WKH�LQSXW�IURP�WKH�GHYLFH�GLGQ¶W�PDWFK�ZLWK�DQ\�IDFH�GDWD�ZLWKLQ�WKH�GDWDEDVH�RU�LI�WKH�IDFH�
JRW�GHWHFWHG�DQG�WKHUHIRUH�WKH�XQLTXH�,'�WKDW�WKH�XVHU�HQWHUHG�GLGQ¶W�PDWFK�WKHQ�WKH�WUDQVDFWLRQ�
are going to be failed and also the processes are starts from the first phase. 

2.5 Local Binary Pattern Histogram Algorithm LBPH 

It FRXOG�EH�D�IDFH�UHFRJQLWLRQ�DOJRULWKP�WKDW¶V�YHU\�HIILFLHQW�WH[WXUH�factor prepared to recognize the 

front face and side face of any person we need to recognize him supported by or based on local binary 

factor which naming the pixels of a picture by Thresholding the neighborhood of every pixel and 

considers the outcome in a binary number format. LBPH improves the detection performance 

considerably on some datasets that is combined with histograms of oriented gradients (HOG) 

descriptor. 

2.5.1 The LBPH operation 

The primary LBPH computational step is make a moderate image to describe our source image in a 

proper way by using displaying the face features technique. The algorithm uses an idea of a slipping 

window established by the radius parameters and neighbors parameters.  

2.5.2 Training the LBPH Algorithm 

Training rules are wont to make sure the output decisions criteria and training algorithm will be used 

to get some input from the data to match the suitable output type. So, the algorithm and rules are used 

to simplify the method of learning. The proposed system uses the information gathered from the data 

to urge results. The precision and accuracy of the algorithm are verified by employing a test set of 

images. 
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2.5.3 System Block Diagram 

 
Figure 2.2: Block Diagram of the Proposed Solution 

 
The comprehensive proposed system block diagram is: 

1) User inputs the image for recognizing purpose to the system through User Inter-
face. 

2) The aggregate proposed system is represented as a DeepNet block. Containing of 
Input processing and DeepNet processing layers. 

3) Source image was processed and then feed it to the DeepNet layers for entity detec-
tion and classification. 

4) The user interface will display the output image. 

2.5.4 Data flow Diagram DFD 

Facial recognition Data Flow Diagram (DFD) means a diagrammatic performance of the flow of data 
out of information system. Based on contactless payments it gives the general overview of the system 
without progression into deep detail. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Secured Face Payment System Data Flow Diagram 
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The flow of the system is as follows: 
1) First a customer signs up on his/her smart phone and enters payment amount and confirms. 
2) Face verification well done by comparing input image with datasets, The System struggles 

at recognizing faces. 
3) The payment process is successful, if face is successfully verified. 
4) If face verification missing, will asking for pin code. 
5) If entered pin code is verified, face image is captured for verification and payment is 

successful. 
6) If not verified again, payment is rejected. 

 
Figure 2.4: Phases in the Proposed Solution 

 

Figure 2.5: Use Case Diagram of Proposed Solution 
This proposed system must be eligible to: 

1. Establishing datasets for facial recognition and set credit card data. 
2. Build payment method gate. 
3. Set credit card data and recognizing customer account automatically. 
4. Pick input FXVWRPHU¶V�IDFH�LPDJH�IURP�at present then identify it with the valid 
account.  
5. Verify user and making pay. 
6. Capturing XVHU¶V�IDFH�LPDJH�LI�IDFH�LG�GRHVQ¶W�verified. 
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2.6 ArcFace Model 

This Machine Learning model based on the input images comparison of two faces to check if is that 

same person or not and should detect faces before recognizing faces; otherwise they can't extract 

facial features. It allows face detection when comparing facial features, face tracking, facial feature 

detection (gender, age), 3D face angle detection, and face comparison. Deep face Library introduces 

an overall analysis of face recognition models established by deep learning according to a new 

perspective that takes into account discrimination. These differences in face recognition models are 

most important as it can mark the value of proportion of these faces perfectly matched and faces un 

perfectly matched for a proven threshold. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Principles of Face Recognition Models 

Facial recognition is done extracting the face value A comparison of the facial attribute value obtains 

the similarity between 0.0 ~ 1.0 (that mean is closer the similarity to 1.0, and the more likely of two 

facial features data is one person).  

The Arcface Model idea is loss function applied to consider the angle among the current feature and 

target weight representing FRV� �ș��P� directly maximize decision boundary in angular (arc) space 

based on normalized weights and features. 

ArcFace in the normalized face features lies directly optimizes the geodesic distance margin. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Result 
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Facial Feature 
Extraction Classification Found a Match 
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Image 
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CHAPTER 3 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

)DFLDO�5HFRJQLWLRQ�DVVXPLQJ�LW
V�D�PRGHUQ�ZD\�RI�UHFRJQL]LQJ�DQ�LQGLYLGXDO¶V�IDFH�RYHU�

technology it is possible to build a system using measurements related to the human 

body to map facial features from a face image or video streaming. It can compare the 

input data and checks the details of important information that stored in a database of 

known faces to find a perfect match. Most recent efforts have been made in different 

types of biometrics such as fingerprint recognition. Now because of increasing quality 

of pictures capturing devices by users of electronic devices (Such as laptops, tablets, 

and smart phones) has enabled the extension of comparatively that accessible to 

everyone software and apps offering device-based facial recognition developments 

constitute a form of biometric technology relying on measurements of human 

characteristics this technology is used in security [1][2][3][9][10]. Researches 

[4][5][6][11] shows the development of a theoretical and algorithmic basis that 

Computer vision concerned with the automatic extraction, analysis and understanding 

of useful information from a single image or a sequence of image and concerned with 

the theory behind artificial systems that extract information from input images. Now 

there are many standards implementation of face recognition techniques of Deep Face 

Recognition [18][19][20]. Other researches [7][8] used Deep Learning Convolution 

Neural Networks used to train model that extract deep features from images of faces in 

addition to that some of researches using different machine learning classifiers. 

Research proposed a general design of payment system by adopting some methods. 

The features of Face recognition payment systems is offer services to investigate 

resistance to use, giving businesses information to refer to. It can use a gateway for E-

payment by face recognition system instead of password based transaction and verify a 

person is proven to successful transaction [12][13][14][15][16][17].  
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CHAPTER 4 

4. IMPLEMENTATION 
 

4.1 Implementation Platform 

4.1.1 Hardware Component 

��&38: Intel (R) Core(TM) i3 

��5$0����*% 

��*38��19,',$�7HVOD�.�� 

4.1.2 Software 

� Operating System: Ubuntu (14) (64bit), Windows 11 (64 bit) 

� Programming Languages: C, Python, CSS, php5, html 5 

� Server: WAMP Server (Windows, Apache, MySQL, and PHP) 

4.2 LBPH Implementation Details 

4.2.1 Dataset Collection 

o This process it is compulsory steps of all the system. 
o Creating account details by the user over the credit card details and building a dataset of 

DFFRXQW¶V�face.  
o The camera constantly takes 40 images in a spread of just seconds.  
o This images located in database which is connected ZLWK�WKH�XVHU¶V�ID.  
o The images of faces taken are first converted to gray-scale, and then contour mapping is 

done on them. 
o This enhances the ability of the applied algorithm to recognize facial patterns more 

efficiently. 
o This enables the face recognition algorithm to quickly recognize a face all in a fraction of 

a second.  
o The Haarcascade Classifier does the main task of creating the dataset.  
o This classifier has an exceptional ability to pick up images from real time footage using 

the webcam. 
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Figure 4.1: Create Dataset by Input Face Image with ID 
 

 
 

Figure 4.2: Create 41 face images including IDs into dataset  

4.2.2 Training the Datasets 

Face recognition technology can be achieved with the help of a learning concept of training and 
then testing the model with a given dataset. 
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When the dataset is created, it has to be trained using their related IDs which have to match it to 
the XVHU¶V card data. All this is stored in a separate file named (trainer.yml). 

4.2.3 User Interface 

We can set up for launching any web interface for the project it can be done by installing web 
server such as apache2, WAMP Sever, PHPv5 and transferring the User Interface UI files into 
the instance. The code files are then saved in the /var/www/html folder so as to be accessible by 
the server. 

4.2.4 Testing on Training Dataset 

Images from the training dataset were tested on the network and the results were as follows: 

 

Figure 4.3: Training the dataset 

In this figure we Training dataset by getting the path of all the files and loading images with IDs 
and converting it in gray-scale mode. 
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Figure 4.4: The result of our training the dataset 

This figure shows the result of our training dataset by getting the Images with IDs. 

 

Figure 4.5: Images from the test dataset 

This figure shows the image faces resulting from Creating Dataset process. These images can be 
stored in database and query it when we need it. 
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4.3 ArcFace Implementation Details 

This Face recognition model is one of the regular convolutional neural networks models. It represents 
face Images as vectors. We find the distance between these two vectors to compare two faces. Finally, 
we classify two faces as same person whose distance is less than a threshold value. 

The most important thing is that how to determine the threshold. In this notebook, we will find the 
best split point for a threshold. 

 

Figure 4.6: Create a dataset of Faces to build the ArcFace model 
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Figure 4.7: Find different photos of same people as A Positive Samples 

 

Figure 4.8: Find different photos of different people as A Negative Samples 
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Figure 4.9: Merge the Positive samples and Negative Samples 

 

Figure 4.10: Running ArcFace in DeepFace 

Here we run verify the face to find an identity in a database. All we have to do is just apply the model 
name to (ArcFace). We can detect an identity in a database quickly by Deepface in order to stores the 
representations of database items in advance. 
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Figure 4.11: Analyzing Distances 

Face recognition requires O(n) time complexity and this becomes problematic for millions level data 
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CHAPTER 5 
5. Experiments and Results 

5.1 LBPH Algorithms 

The prediction percentage and the accuracy of the bounding boxes in the results depend on the: 

1) Batch size: is the number of images that are trained per batch in one iteration of training. 

2) Learning rate: is the training parameter that controls the size of weight and bias changes during 
learning. 

3) Number of training iterations: Learning Rate Number of Iterations is the number of training 
iterations after which the network is optimally trained. 

IOU: abbreviation of Intersection over Union it is an evaluation metric accustomed measure the 
accuracy of an object detector on a specific dataset. Within the numerator we compute the area of 
overlap between the predicted bounding box and also the ground-truth bounding box. The 
denominator is that the area of union or more simply, the area encompassed by both the expected 
bounding box and also the ground-truth bounding box. Will get it by dividing the area of overlap by 
the area of union yields our final score the Intersection over Union. 

5.1.1 Establishing Optimal parameters 

This section deals with experimenting with various training parameters are carried out to determine 
on an optimal set of parameters. 

Batch Size 

x Batch sizes were set to 64, 8 and 1 and experiments were carried out. 

x Batch sizes of 64 and 8 took a long time to train and did not produce bounding boxes for object 
detection. 

x Batch size 1 proved optimal with a fast training speed and also efficient bounding box 
predictions when tested 

Learning Rate 

1. Learning Rate (0.00001) 
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IOU per Image       Recall per Image 

Figure 5.1: IOU and Recall per Image for 0.00001 learning rate 
 

2. Learning Rate (0.0001) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IOU per Image                                                        Recall per Image 

Figure 5.2: IOU and Recall per Image for 0.0001 learning rate 

5.1.2 Optimal Parameters 

After conducting the above experiments with respect to varying training parameters like Batch Size, 
number of training iterations and Learning Rate, the optimal values were found to be as follows: 

��%DWFK�6L]H� 1 

When every iteration trains one image, it was found that the features of the image were learnt better. 

��Learning Rate: 0.00001 

With Learning Rate below 0.00001, it had been found that the network was unable to detect objects 
in any respect. Learning Rate of 0.0001 was detected objects, but with lesser accuracy in terms of 
classification. Hence, the optimal learning rate for better detection and classification is found to be 
0.00001 
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��Number of training iterations: 800000 

For training below 800000 iterations, the network was found to predict fewer bounding boxes with 
less accuracy. For training for iterations from 900000 to 1000000, the network was found to be over 
fit, performing well only on the training images in dataset. Hence, the optimal number of training 
iterations was concluded to be as 800000. 

5.2 ArcFace Experiments  

 

Figure 5.3: Building ArcFace Model for our experiment 

We declare the path of two input images for this experiment and using deep face detect face function 
of both images. 
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Figure 5.4: show the images samples in ArcFace Model  

Here we test our model to find different images of same person (Positive Sample) we use the face 
detect function to find face in that image. 

 

Figure 5.5: verify images in Positive Sample 

The result of verified samples image is True (same person). 
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Figure 5.6: Show the images samples in Negative Sample 

Here we test our model to find different images of different person (Negative Sample) we use the 
face detect function to find face in both image. 

 

Figure 5.7: verify different images in Negative Sample 

The result of verified samples image is False (Different person). 
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5.3 ArcFace Model Results 

Figure 5.8: ArcFace Model Distribution 
,Q�GLVWULEXWLRQ�LW�VHHPV�WKDW��<HV�DQG�1R��FODVVHV�DUH�GLVWULEXWHG�GLVFUHWHO\��7KDW¶V�JRRG��0HDQV�WDUJHW�
labels are unbalanced. 

Figure 5.9: ArcFace Best Split Point  

In the Best Split Point with Accuracy (95.0%) on 300 instances, time for finishing depends on PC 
Capabilities (Using 2 CPU Cores). 
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Figure 5.10: Results of using sigma 2 and 3 

This Figure Shows 2 sigma corresponds: 95.45% confidence and 3 sigma correspond: 99.73% 
confidence. 

 

Figure 5.11: Evaluation of images samples  

We evaluate five samples images here to see distances, prediction and decision. 
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Figure 5.12: Evaluation of all images samples in dataset 

We evaluate all samples images in our dataset and exporting in excel sheet (threshold_pivot.csv) 
see distances, prediction and decision. 

 

Figure 5.13: Evaluation of all images samples in Excel Sheet Format 
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Figure 5.14: The Test Result of the Model 

We see the comparison of results between Threshold of best split point and threshold of 2 sigma we 
found that Threshold = 0.3147 (C4.5 best split point) and Threshold = 0.3751 (2 sigma) with accuracy 
98.6% for both. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

With The increasing use of technology represented facial recognition system now during 
video surveillance by security authorities, or at electronic gates at Security sensitive 
organizations. From one side, it brings immense advantage to the business and end-users to 
helps them to enhance their security and track down the trespassers. And from the opposite side, 
LW� VKRXOG�EH�PLVXVHG�IRU�SULYDWH�EHQHILW�DQG� OHDG� WR�VRPH�VHULRXV�FRQVHTXHQFHV�� ,W¶V�JRRG� WKDW�
WKHUH¶V�DQRWKHU�D�SDUW�RI�WKH�V\VWHP�FDOOHG�D�IDFLDO�UHFRJQLWLRQ�VHUYLFH��ZKLFK�DOlows comparison 
between the photo of an unknown person and therefore the various government records, to help 
within the search for their true identity.  

This Thesis presented a brief survey of issues methods and applications in area of face 
recognition. ThHUH¶V� PXFK� ZRUN� WR� EH� GRQH� LQ� RUGHU� WR� XQGHUVWDQG�PHWKRGV� WKDW� UHIOHFW� KRZ�
humans recognize faces and optimally make use of the temporal evolution of the appearance of 
the face for recognition. We hope that this project will further encourage during this field to 
participate and pay more attention to the utilization of local techniques for face recognition 
technology. Finally, Technology for sure has matured and is slowly settling into the lives of 
people due to its usability and has made lives easier. Right from its invention to its accessibility, 
artificial intelligence is here not just to remain, but to grow and conquer. 

Areas for Future Work 
Facial recognition technologies have become the modern day city and one of the most popular 

technologies that will change our daily life. Face recognition technology is expected to grow and 

flourish further, and generate huge revenues in the coming years.   

x It is expected that this new system is designed with strong safeguards to protect privacy. It 

is clear that institutions will obtain permission to enter this system through partnership 

agreements, and there will be clear restrictions on the ability of the private sector to access 

the data within this system. 

x 2QH�RI� WKH�UHTXLUHPHQWV� LV� WR�SURYLGH�JXDUDQWHHV� WR� OHJDOL]H�SULYDWH� LQVWLWXWLRQV¶�DFFHVV� WR�

SULYDWH� FLWL]HQV¶� GDWD�� %\� LGHQWLI\LQJ� DSSURSULDWH� W\SHV� RI� FRQGLWLRQV� IRU� LPSOHPHQWLQJ�

privacy enhancing technologies. Identifying privacy and bias considerations in the 

JRYHUQPHQW�DFTXLVLWLRQ�DQG�H[SORUH�WKH�WDUJHWV�RI�WKLV�WHFKQRORJ\¶V�SULYDF\�H[SHFWDWLRQV� 

x It is also possible to implement part of this advanced system, which is the face verification 

service. This service allows verification of the face of each individual based on his image, 

linking the image of the person with his other image in one of the government records. 
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